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Introduction

Never Cross the Same River Twice
Transhistorical Investigations
June 12–September 25, 2021

“You live in the imaginary [Tu vis dans l’imaginaire]
and through it, you become who you are.”

by the Athens School of Fine Arts (LAB12), Never
Cross the Same River Twice aims to expand
and densify the interconnected motifs weaved
through the exhibition program; history, ancestry,
ethnography, spirituality, memory, colonization,
Afrofuturism, feminism, diaspora, identity,
globalization, consumerism, myth.

Joana Hadjithomas and Khalil Joreige
Never Cross the Same River Twice embraces
expansive videographies that aim to foster new
forms of transnational and collective assembly.
Curated by French-Togolese independent curator
Kisito Assangni and Greek-British curator Ariana
Kalliga, the exhibition forms a time-shifting survey of
performances and moving image works unfolding
as a daily screening program at space52.

Never Cross the Same River Twice was initiated
as a travelling research project in 2020, and was
presented in Spring 2021 at Hangar, Lisbon, prior to
arriving at Athens and transforming into its current
form.

The selected video works act as sites of visual
contestation; cinematic aesthetics with
narratives that re-remember; they reclaim histories
and ancestries; decolonize both the mind and
the imagination. Referencing Heraclitus’ river,
which conceived identity as an ever-evolving and
fluctuating entity, the title of the exhibition is a
call to invent new grounds in place of entrenched
environmental, political, and regulatory systems.

The exhibition is supported by the NEON
Organization and Polyeco Contemporary Art
Initiative (PCAI).

Exploring the limits of film as activism, several of
the works reflect what Argentinian scholar Walter D.
Mignolo termed the “epistemic disobedience and
decolonial freedom” needed to rebuild just and noncolonial futures. The invited artists tackle subjects
that challenge us to reflect on the changing world in
which we live, reclaiming lived realities and public
domains.
From a “coming community” to a planetary escape,
the exhibition opens up uncanny spectral exits
to new geopolitical and collective imaginaries.
Accompanied by a parallel series of bi-weekly
screenings and talks, including a night organized

Exhibition Team
Participating Artists: Monica de Miranda, Moataz
Nasr, Harold Offeh, Ahmet Öğüt, Longinos
Nagila, Gilivanka Kedzior, Daisuke Takeya, Emo
de Medeiros, Marinella Senatore, Sammy Baloji
and Lazara Rosell Albear, Mary Zygouri, Eva
Papamargariti, George Drivas, Valentina Karga,
Ariana Papademetropoulos, Stefanos Tsivopoulos
Curators: Ariana Kalliga and Kisito Assangni
Project Coordinator: space52 Founder, Dionisis
Christofilogiannis
Communications Assistant: Dimitra Michail
Editorial Assistant: Millie Anderson
Catalog Design: Pantelis Vitaliotis-Magneto
Poster Design: Virginia Russolo
Texts by: Erin Gleason and Beschara Karam
Public Program Guest Curators: Argyro Nicolaou,
Samantha Ozer, Evi Roumani (LAB12, ASFA)
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Chapter 1

University of South Africa (UNISA)
Essay by Dr. Beschara Karam

Drawing on the work of bell hooks (1995),
Art on my Mind: Visual Politics, this essay positions
the selection of ten international films in Never Cross
the Same River Twice (Part I) by internationally
renowned curator Kisito Assangni. For hooks, film
“constitutes one of the rare locations where acts
of transcendence can take place and have a wideranging transformative impact” (1995:8). As such,
bell hooks calls for a revolution in viewing: “we
struggle against forces of domination and move
toward the invention of the decolonized self, we must
set our imaginations free. Acknowledging that we
have been and are colonized both in our minds and
in our imaginations, we begin to understand the need
for promoting and celebrating creative expression”
(1995:4). These ten films under discussion are
indeed a critical “intervention”: they are sites of visual
contestation; cinematic aesthetics, with narratives
that re-remember; they reclaim (history(ies);
ancestry(ies)); and they decolonise both the mind
and the imagination. This collective has motifs of
history, ancestry, spirituality, memory, colonisation,
Afrofuturism, feminism, the diaspora, identity,
globalisation, consumerism and myth. They are
revolutionary visions and sites of possibilities. They
transcend and transgress the boundaries of what bell
hooks terms “visual politics” (1995: 4), which include
race, culture and gender. In so doing, these eleven
cinematic works of art help set our imaginations free,
they are self-reflexive, and they offer different ways
of seeing and imagining the past, the present and the
future.
The collective ranges from films that feature
those who were colonised and subjugated, to films
that work as forms of activism; and what Walter
Mignolo terms “epistemic disobedience” (2009:160).
For film as activism, consider Ahmet Ogüt’s The
Missing, which depicts individuals (police officers)
wearing Mayan-inspired masks who were fired for

protesting corruption in their own police department.
The film is narrated in a Mayan language (with
English sub-titles); and is a reclamation of language,
history(ies), and identity(ies) in the town of Tulum.
It is film as a form of activism: fighting for the end of
corruption in a local police department whose ethos
should be to assist those in need. This is particularly
timeous in the context of Black Lives Matters and the
murder of George Floyd.
For epistemic disobedience, deliberate on Marinella
Senatore’s The School of Narrative Dance,
Ecuador, which emphasises non-hierarchical
learning, emancipation and public performance.
In doing so, it disrupts the pedagogical status
quo. Senatore’s work merges forms of resistance,
popular culture, dance and music, mass events, and
activism (non-violent dissent) through visual arts
such as collage, drawing, sculpture, performance,
photography and video. The focus is on diversity,
feminism and political subjects. It challenges class,
politics and gender: the film, therefore, works as an
agent of change. Dance is political “resistance” and
storytelling; and it promotes active citizenship through
an alternative form of non-hierarchical education.
bell hooks also argues that not only
are visual aesthetics, in this case film, a site of
contestation and struggle, but they “nurture the
spirit and provide ways of rethinking and healing
psychic wounds inflicted by assault from the
forces of imperialist, racist, and sexist domination”
(1995:4-5). Several of these films address psychic
and historical wounds - rethinking and reimagining
(colonial) history but also the physical and psychical
wounds of everyday patriarchy. Consider the film
of Monica de Miranda Beauty, with her stunning
life-sized sculptures which captivate the audience
and represent themes of the African diaspora,
identity and belonging. With a personal identity that
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interacts with colonialist subjects, her “others”. These
beautiful sculptures are also conveyors of pain, and
physical and psychical traumata. Thus, signifying
new futures and reclaimed history(ies). Another film
in the collective, Moastaz Nasr’s The Mountain, has
themes of established power and authority which
he explores both literally and obliquely. There are
social, economic, gender and political motifs. “Zein”
is an educated woman who returns to her village and
challenges deep-seated fears about superstition,
myth, progress and feminism. She fearlessly
takes her father’s staff, a metaphor/emblem of
patriarchal rule/authority; while the villages represent
a communal fear of progress, such as feminist
ideals. The film, thus, challenges the status quo. It
strongly suggests that a destabilisation or epistemic
disobedience of the status quo is called for: a
decolonisation of the mind. Interestingly, the film is
left open-ended as “Zein” collapses to the ground at
the end of the film and the audience does not know if
she is alive or dead. This promotes a self-reflexivity
that I believe Nasr purposefully incorporated for
us, as the audience, to question the film’s narrative
ending. The film still works as a site of possibility and
an agent of change, but it does not profess to have
all the answers.
bell hooks also refers to “representation
as a location of contestation” (1995:4). With these
films in mind, “contesting” relates to the contestation
of colonial history, of reclaiming history, memory,
ancestry and myth. But representation is also a
way to decolonise the mind and the imagination: by

re-imagining, reclaiming and re-membering (worlds
and identities of multiverses). One such film, Emo
de Medeiros’ Transmutations, is a re-imagining
of a post-colonial world: one that is globalised
and digitalised. De Medeiros employs elements
of place(s), origins and identities. Transmutations
infers hybridisation of myths and consumerism; while
constantly questioning and contesting the individual’s
context within a culture that is exceedingly globalised.
Another such film is Longinos Nagila’s Hands that
built the City, a black and white film that sees a
close up of hands taking bricks, which are laid one
atop of another. Rather painstakingly. The bricks
can be said to represent consumerism, capitalism,
ownership - and with that, urbanism, globalisation,
westernisation, internationalisation and production.
But, the film also portrays identity, through the
intimate use of the hands, which in turn implies
subjectivity.
Another element of decolonisation to be
considered is that of context: where lived experiences
are acknowledged and where empathy is reflected.
Both are prevalent in Daisuke Takeya’s Untitled
Passing, which emphasises the environment,
context, and the identity and possible pairing of
diverse cultures: a duality, but also an inclusion.
Metaphorically, he wants to put himself into someone
else’s shoes, stripping himself naked in order to
understand both environment and context, but also
identity and subjectivity. In addition, the title implies
the passing of time.
bell hooks further writes that “representation
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is a crucial location of struggle for any exploited
and oppressed people asserting subjectivity and
decolonization of the mind” (1995:3). For her, film
is “an encounter with the visual” that films bear
witness to, and works to depict “the silence and
erasures of the past” (1995:3). It bears witness and
demands recognition of the realities of the present:
inherited legacies and ancestry. Barefaced by
Sammy Baloji and Lazara Rosell Albear is a film
that bears witness: to the history and memory of
African identity and culture. Included here are motifs
of the perpetuation of imperialist socio-political
powers and physical structures (such as urbanism
and architecture) and inherited religious/spiritual
practices in which trance plays an important role.
The work breaks open ossified cultural attributions
established during a long history of colonial and racist
constructions. The film conjures up colonial images:
where history has been lost or there are ‘gaps’ or
‘absences’, which they try to reclaim, understand and
remember or imagine. Even the voice-over narrative
is told in stops and starts, not dissimilar to the way
memory itself works. During the narrative, the storytellers recount the Afro-Cuban religious practices of
their grandparents, and a male voice re-counts his
racist encounters in Brazil. Furthermore, the film is an
attempt by Afro-Brazilians to grasp their Blackness
with a new understanding of their (re)claimed
Blackness/identity. Also focussing on the physical
structures of architecture and urbanism is Harold
Offeh’s Two Positions, a performative response
to a found image. Offeh explores the potency of

the visual and cinematic images to found items
through a series of performed actions. Offeh’s body
re-contextualises the positions of the original image
as he places himself in relation to the architecture
and landscape. Similarly, Gilivanka Kedzior’s
film All Along the Way, suggests a simplicity and
incommunicability; a call for a visual story-telling,
which includes themes of the traditional and the
technological.
In conclusion, these ten films, in different but
similar ways, incorporate themes of: reconstruction
and reclamation of identity; subjectivity and livedrealities (context(s) and multiverses); and offer
testimony. They are “story-tellers’’; they bear witness
to physical and psychological traumas; and, as such,
they serve as a catalyst for change, reflection and
transformation. They call for the decolonisation of the
mind and imagination, as well as the decolonisation
of history, ancestry and myth.
hooks, b. 1995. Art on my mind. Visual politics.
New York: The New press.
Mignolo, W. 2009. Epistemic disobedience, independent thought
and decolonial freedom. Theory, Culture Society, 26(7-8):159-181.
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Monica de Miranda
Beauty (2017)

The city of Kinshasa and its architecture are embodied in the journey
of a woman walking alone through the ghostly spaces of history. At the
onset of the film, we see a reference to the classical ideals of Hellenistic
aesthetics. Absent from history books and official narratives, the
presence of the black female protagonist is that of a monumental body,
moving through natural and architectural environments, between ruins
and resilience. The sites she traverses were built before and after the
wars of independence in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). The
Tour de l’Échangeur, one of the film’s primary locations - a mix between
a skyscraper, pyramid and citadel - was designed as a monument to
Patrice Emery Lumumba, a prominent Congolese independence leader
in the struggle against Belgian colonialism. Over time, the monument’s
protracted construction came to signal a host of symbolic contradictions
within Kinshasa’s contemporary economic and political landscape.
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HD video, sound. 6:00 min
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Moataz Nasr

The Mountain (2017)
First shown in the Egyptian pavilion of the 2017 Venice Biennale, The
Mountain follows the story of Zein, a young girl who leaves her isolated
village in mountainous Upper Egypt to continue her studies. On her
return, Zein, now educated and worldly, challenges the deep-set
superstitions and conventions of her village by flouting the authority of
the village’s disapproving local elders.
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Video, sound. 12 min
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Longinos Nagila

Hands that built the City (2019)
Hands that Built the City refers to the city of Nairobi, Kenya, a common
focus of Nagila’s works, which critically engage with the idea of
democracy since its post-colonial inception in Kenya. The video was
shot in a moving vehicle, a representation of the constant movement
of people to and from work. According to the artist, most immigrants
to the city don’t consider Nairobi a home, and dream of going back to
their ancestral lands. The film looks at the relationship between a city
as a place of dwelling, as a place of work and education, as well as its
essential relationship to the invisible labour force that built the city.
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Single channel video. 2:53 min
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Marinella Senatore

The School of Narrative Dance, Ecuador
(2014)
In 2012, Senatore founded The School of Narrative Dance, an institution
exploring how choreography can guide non-hierarchical modes of
learning. The film documents a performance of the school in the city
of Cuenca, Ecuador. The entire city participated in its making: the
conservatory provided a hall for rehearsals, local musicians composed
scores for several performances, traditional folk dance groups, school
bands, teachers, and a large number of amateur and professional
dancers participated in each action. Every performance, including the
final Parade, was located in a different location in Cuenca. Senatore’s
work merges forms of resistance, popular culture, dance, music,
pedagogy and activism.
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Performance within the framework of Bienal de Cuenca.
11:58 min
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Harold Offeh

Two Positions (2016)
Two Positions is a performative response to a found image. Originating
from a photograph of the play ‘Renga Moi’, written by the Ugandan
playwright Robert Serumaga, Offeh explores the potency of the found
still through a series of performed actions. The original image was
encountered in a catalogue of works presented at the 9th Festival of Arts
Shiraz-Persepolis, Iran in 1975 that Offeh saw at the Whitechapel Gallery,
London. Serumaga’s performance provides a starting point for a playful
and embodied response, as Offeh recontextualizes it in relation to the
rural landscapes of Cambridgeshire (UK).
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Performance. 7:00 min
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Emo de Medeiros
Transmutations (2016)

A man consults the Fa oracle by the sea. NASA sends a rocket into
space. The artist, wearing a Vodunaut, peers at the sky and sea.
Transmutations is a re-imagining of a globalized post-colonial world.
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Single-channel video, sound. 3:23 min
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Lazara Rosell Albear and
Sammy Baloji
Bare-Faced (2015)

Lazara Rosell Albear and Sammy Baloji’s film originated in the
artists’ research into their common personal and ancestral histories,
following the central African Congolese culture from Congo to Cuba
guided by inherited religious practices of their ancestors and histories
of trance rituals.
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Video, sound. 23:00 min
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Daisuke Takeya

Untitled Passing (2017)
Untitled Passing is a performance developed by Takeya while
participating in a residency program at a Buddhist temple in Kyoto,
Japan. The artist meets a monk whose paths cross, in front of the silent
architecture of the temple. It seems as if there is an invisible boundary
between them connecting one world to another.
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Performance. 4:37 min
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Ahmet Öğüt

The Missing T (2018)
The Missing T follows a group of police officers wearing Mayan-inspired
masks, who were fired for protesting corruption in their own police
department. After protesting for forty five days, the officers discuss their
fight to secure basic human rights. Öğüt coded his film using Mayan
traditions and language, and unifies the stories in his film around the
original letter ‘T’, which was missing from the town’s abandoned sign.
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Single-channel video, sound, commissioned
by AKI AORA. 10:04 min
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Gilivanka Kedzior

All Along the Way (2018)
Materials
1 small ball made of red duct tape
the black dress from “Knacker’s Ball”
red lipstick
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Performance. 6:58 min
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Never Cross the Same River Twice (Parts I &
II): Cultivating Embodied Futures
Essay by Erin Gleason

The title of this exhibition, Never Cross the
Same River Twice, was, according to the curators
Ariana Kalliga and Kisito Assangni, inspired by
Heraclitus’ premise that “No man ever steps in
the same river twice, for it’s not the same man.”
The river—here taken as a metaphorical border of
identity, experience, and subjectivity—is a polyphonic
realm that is in constant movement. It is a border
that asks with every rapid, eddy, and bend, “Who is
Man?” It is a border that the artists in this exhibition,
who span the African and Mediterranean diasporas,
choose to dwell-in rather than cross-over in their
reflections of society and propositions for the future.
Their films and performances show us that by
dwelling for a while in the borders of categorization,
knowledge, and truth, we not only see how the edges
of the categories we use to define the world keep
shifting and move further away as we approach
them, we see how our own identities are changed by
lingering in these zones. As Derrida claims, whether
a border is one of territory, language, identity,
psychology, logic, belief, or existence, every border
is conceptual and is a “condition of the self” (Derrida
10). We shape borders as they shape us, or to repeat
Derrida’s sentiment, “the tracing of traits as the
borderly edges of what in sum belongs to us [nous
revient], belonging as much to us as we properly
belong to it” (3). The only true finite border, he further
explains, is one’s own death.
Borders are therefore spaces of mixture.
For poet, philosopher, and politician Leopold
Sedar Senghor, mixture is a rallying cry. It is “a
cultural affair [that] is not the effect of a simple
encounter, a state, but a duty-to-be that cannot be
reduced to biological infrastructure: it is something
that is cultivated” (Diagne 194). It is beyond the
exploration of one’s ‘origin’ according to definitive
boundaries—a concept that demands an abstracted

reality. Rather, mixture is an exploration of evershifting hybridities and the cultivation of Being in a
polyphonic world. In the framework of consciousness,
we can also consider mixture as a cultivation of
intuitive knowledge in the realm of cultural logic,
a hybridity of emotion, intuition, and thought that
challenges the edges of identity and categorization.
Senghor regarded emotion as intuitive reason, and,
according to him, it is to be valued as highly as the
European definition of reason—the discursive one.
Both emotion and logic are philosophies that impart
knowledge on the human condition. However, it is
in the borders of thought and life where they most
freely mix, offering us an opportunity to gain a deeper
understanding of our world and of ourselves.
It is here, in these borders of mixture, that
the showcased films answer Senghor’s call to
cultivate Being. They do this by opening-up borders,
revealing the edges of thought and categorization
to be intersections of consciousness and ideas.
By opening up this realm, the filmmakers aim to
“foster new forms of transnational and collective
assembly,” according to the curators. Considering
borders as open zones of mixture celebrates the
collectivity and vitality of existence by including
identities and knowledges that are often reduced or
left out altogether in a closed-border system. The
artists show us that when we open-up the borders
of categorization we not only reveal boundaries to
be spaces of mixture, we discover that the borders
of self-identity become less closed and “the Other”
appears less threatening. Travel far enough and stay
long enough in a border, and you will find not an
object, but life.
While all of the films in the exhibition offer a
perspective on what happens when we dwell in the
realm of a border (or when we stand in the river,
to use Heraclitus’ metaphor), we will look at five
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films in particular that use conditions of the body
to explore the border as a space of mixture and
as an opportunity to cultivate a better future in an
interdependent world: Two Positions by Harold Offeh,
Alone in Babylon by Ariana Papademetropoulos,
Glow in the Dark by Stefanos Tsivopoulos, The
Mountain by Moataz Nasr, and Coming Community
– Finland by Valentina Karga. Each film offers not
only perspective, but what Gaston Berger calls
prospective—the study of possible futures through
a symbiosis between analysis and the imagination.
This “symbiotic reality” doesn’t come from thinking
alone, it comes from being embodied individuals
who move, feel, and dream. Through the use of the
body, each film challenges the concept that borders
are fixed boundaries that define true essences. They
reveal this idealism to be an abstracted reality that
objectifies the “Other” by ignoring the materiality
of existence. In these offerings of prospective, we
look again to Senghor, who saw in Berger’s theory
“the happy hybridity that responds ‘to the dual call
of discursive reason and intuitive reason’” and a
“method of thought and action for constructing [the]
future with a human end” (Diagne 191). Through the
power of dreaming of a better future, each film moves
us beyond the abstracted reality of thought alone to a
more-full, embodied reality of mixture—a reality that
consists of and values not only thinking, but feeling,
being, hope, friendship, and love.
Harold Offeh’s performance film Two
Positions, at first glance, is deceptively simple
in premise: a man uses his body to linger and
sometimes literally hang-out on fences and railings
that demarcate different sites in Cambridgeshire,
England. What at first may seem a whimsical gesture
to the viewer gains in meaning and complexity as he
repeats the performative action on various ‘borders’
throughout the landscape. Offeh’s gestures are not
improvised or irrelevant: he is recontextualizing a
found photograph of a 1970s performance of the

dance-drama “Renga Moi,” by Ugandan playwright
Robert Serumaga. As he re-performs two out of
the three dance positions from the image, Offeh
challenges the boundaries of performance, identity,
geography, and politics. Both playful and critical,
his embodied response propels us to ask, “Who
are these boundaries for? Who belongs where…
and when, and how?” As Offeh physically straddles
both sides of these borders simultaneously, he not
only examines the “two positions” captured in the
historic photograph, he challenges the positions of
categorization that inform our sense of belonging.
Two Positions offers us a humanizing approach to
the Other and to the self. It defies the binary “either/
or” way of thinking by embracing the intuitive logic
of “and,” inviting us to think of the self and the
Other not through the lenses of categorization and
objectification, but through nuance and complexity.
Ariana Papademetropoulos’s film, Alone in Babylon,
drifts between the boundaries of mythology and
reality, the romantic and the foreboding, and selfdetermination and extrinsic forces. It is a film that
questions the power of free will in the face of
other forces, whether it is nature, the spirit world,
or the inevitability of one’s own death. We watch
as a woman lies in a floating bed (a place where
consciousness crosses into another reality, that
of sleep) and drifts off to sea, where the rhythms
of nature dictate her path, and quite possibly,
her ultimate fate. It’s a journey into the unknown
with very little, if any, control over the adventure
she is on. Yet, it is also a languid, almost sleepy
adventure into the sublime, for she seems calm and
at peace with the situation. Is she human? Is she
myth? She appears to dwell in an endless state of
ambiguity that is difficult to categorize, and yet her
state communicates a one-ness with nature and
a symbiosis with some sort of otherworldly realm.
Her seeming acceptance is in stark contrast to
the mindset we often have towards nature, loss of
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control, and the unknown — the battleground-binary
mindset of “against,” where we pit one category
against another. Through the convergence of realities
and the blurring of borders, Papademetropoulos’s
film offers us hope that we can still exist, and
peacefully so, when we loosen the tight grip we have
on notions of free will and accept extrinsic forces
as part of our being. When we lose the oppositional
positioning of categories and the language of
“against,” we may even thrive.
Glow in the Dark, by Stefanos Tsivopoulos,
reveals the intimate nature of borders, if we take
the time to go and open ourselves up to those we
encounter there. The film takes us into the borders
of “accepted” society as it takes an intimate look
into the life of 25-year-old drag-queen, Rakeem.
Narrated by Rakeem himself, we learn of the
challenges in the performer’s life as he searches for
spaces where his identity can not only be accepted,
but develop and flourish. We learn that he, and his
body, has repeatedly been cast to the edge: living
in foster homes, being cast as a sexual and racial
minority, being partially homeless…. The images
are visually striking, and the raw intimacy in which
he retells his story are even more-so. As we learn
more about Rakeem, we feel as if we are getting to
know him in-person and through his openness to
his most innermost thoughts and feelings, he grows
to become the figure of a hero. A hero, according
to Giorgio Agamben, is not only someone who
undertakes an adventure, he is someone who works
out his identity on the deepest level (Kotsko). We
cheer the hero Rakeem on as he finds community
and safer spaces to be himself. We see his identity
grow and deepen as he comes to accept and love
his life in a realm that others may call, and often fear,
“the edges” of society. We see his artistry flourish as
he lets go of his dreams of becoming a “traditional”
actor and embraces what he enjoys—drag and art
performance. By dwelling in the borders of society, by

standing in Heraclites’ river, we get to know Rakeem
and learn of the river’s intimate touch. Intimacy
erases the object-ness of the Other and of the self,
and humanizing the borders of categorization is an
intimate endeavor. As Rakeem accepts that what
may be one person’s edge is his own center, we
watch his performances become more personal
expressions of identity. The film culminates in a
powerful and emotional performance piece by
Rakeem that transcends the limitations of body,
race, and gender. His performance, and the film as
a whole, is an intimate experience of emotion and
reminder of the materiality of existence; it is through
this emotional and bodily logic that we connect
with him as another human, making it impossible to
categorize him as an abstract Other that we mentally
and emotionally place “over there.” Rather, through
the intimate encounters of the opened-up border, we
include him in the collective “we.”
The Mountain, by Moataz Nasr, is a
cinematic fable that reminds us that borders
are realms defined not only by limitations, but
possibilities. Gorgeously filmed, the film’s beauty
invites the viewer in to cross a number of visual and
thematic thresholds. It muddies the lines between
logic and myth, modernization and tradition, and life
and death as we follow the story of Zein, a young girl
who leaves her village and returns as an educated
young woman who challenges the authority of a local
sheikh. The village is trapped by the confines of fear,
whose apex is the mountain and the deamon who
lives there, granting a “certain death” to those who
remain outside after dark. The courage of young
Zein, who declares she will go to the mountain that
very night of her return, is at first shunned by the
villagers and then is something they hold in awe.
They are gradually compelled by curiosity to follow
her to the mountain, uncertain of what will become
of her or of themselves. Is this daemon not fear
itself? Zein’s audacity to face the unknown, first by
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leaving the village to receive an education as a young
girl, then by confronting the village leaders as an adult,
and finally going to the source of their fear at the risk
of her own life as a hero, is something that shakes
the villagers to their core. They found comfort in the
trappings of their fears, preferring to remain safely
in the center of what they knew rather than test the
edges of the unknown. To travel into the borders of
the unknown is to travel into darkness. But darkness
is not always fatal or needs to be the border that
confines our existence. “The future is dark,” Virginia
Woolf claimed, “which is the best thing the future can
be, I think” (Solnit). There is freedom in the darkness
for it is not yet written; it is not yet confined by the
categorizations that are drawn by fear. In the darkness,
there is hope for a better future. At the end of the film,
we don’t know what becomes of our hero, Zein. “Is she
alive? Is she dead?” The film leaves her in a borderline
state of in-betweenness; it leaves her in the unknown.
Maybe this is the state where a courageous hero who
adventures into the darkness belongs. For Zein faced
the mountain of fear that is the ultimate unknown—the
only true border, according to Derrida—her own death.
Whether she crossed this border or not, her willingness
to sacrifice herself and her hope of a better future lead
the others to follow her into the darkness of the night,
to climb the mountain of fear, to embrace the unwritten
future, and to realize, as Nasr suggests, that “life starts
when fear ends.”
Valentina Karga’s film, “Coming Community
– Finland,” also explores the possibilities of an
unwritten future as a collection of propositions. The film
references Agamben’s meditations on community as
“a kind of linguistic belonging that moves beyond both
identity and universality” (Butler). Karga proposes that
we consider Agamben’s proposition for community as
we move into the future—community as a solidarity that
is not dependent on essence, but a being-together of
existences (Agamben 2.1). In other words, a community

without the fixed borders of categorization. Karga’s
film emphasizes the necessity of togetherness in our
collective future; we are not separable from the Other
or from nature, but inextricably linked to both. The
film begins with a spoken declaration on the limits of
individual reason: “The world as we know it only exists
in our minds.” From there, the film continues to expand
our notions of the world and its possible futures through
interviewing a collective of people where we can not
only listen to their thoughts and ideas, but we can see
and hear their nuances of speech, body language, and
emotion. It includes the knowledge imparted by the
body, emotion, and poetic expression in addition to
the thoughts of the mind. The inclusion of community
in the form of interviews reminds us that knowledge
is lost when an individual’s thoughts are abstractly
interpreted by another. Karga also emphasizes the
symbiotic relationship we have with nature. She
digitally places each person interviewed in a natural
setting as they express their hopes for a healthier
relationship with the planet. The film culminates with
a performance by a choir singing the quintessential
Finnish tango, “The Fabled Land,” whose lyrics long
for a better world. Through both poetic knowledge and
rational thinking, Karga’s film is a collective calling for
a new way of approaching the future. It is a calling for
cultivating shared meaningful relations, or as one of
the interviewees described, a “gentle exploration” of
each other and the world. By challenging fixed borders
between individual and collective thought, the film offers
us an opportunity to become what Andreas Weber calls
“ecological citizens” — a citizenship that is based on a
relationship of reciprocity with each other and with the
planet and, that is at heart, an “extension of a life-giving
cosmos” (Weber).
“No man ever steps in the same river twice, for it’s not
the same man.” Each film in the exhibition takes us into
Heraclitus’ river; into the polyphonic borders of identity,
thought, and subjectivity. What is standing in a river, or
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dwelling in a border, but an adventure? Adventure in
the Modern Age, according to Agamben, has been
devalued by the idea that it is “something external—
and therefore eccentric and bizarre—with respect
to ordinary life” (47). The distancing of ourselves
from adventure (according to the modern concept of
it) creates an environment where we are unwilling
to stand in the river; unwilling to get wet in order to
gently explore the borders of ourselves and society.
Viewing adventure as an outside force creates a
closed-border mindset of categorization, where
the edges are “dangerous” and self-preservation
only happens in the center where little changes or
grows. The films showcased in Never Cross the
Same River Twice remind us that it is this mindset
that is the danger, for ourselves and for the health
of the planet, and that we all can have the courage
to live otherwise—to live as the heroes of our
own adventures. The filmmakers show us that
adventure, that exploring the realm of the border, is
something that is internal: it is something that you
live and not an external force that happens to you.
They show us that by moving deep into the fuzzy
zones of a border and dwelling there for a while,
by standing in the river and letting it permeate your
being, you can open up closed borders of thought
and experience adventure as an internal attitude
toward life — an attitude that is to be valued and
appreciated. It is here, in the adventure of exploring
the borders of categorization, identity, and thought,
that these artists propose a more ethical and
equitable future. It is here that we find community
in the form of collective belonging that is beyond
the categorization of essences. It is in the realm of
the border where we can all live as gentle explorers
in reciprocity with each other and with nature. The
artists remind us that by standing in the river and
letting it wash over you, the future is not an abstract
thought, but an embodied reality. They remind us

that we need to be such gentle adventurers in order
to create a future where we not only survive, but
thrive—thriving in love for each other and love for
the planet. For, as Agamben claims, “only a life that
has the form of adventure can truly find love” (54).
Erin Gleason is a New York and Athens based artist, designer,
and curator. Drawing from her current research in philosophy
and nearly twenty years of experience in the fields of architecture
and graphic design, she creates artworks in multiple mediums
from drawing, photography, painting, printmaking, sculpture, and
installation to public art commissions, interactive events, curating,
publications, and writing. Erin received BA degrees in Fine Art
and in Imaging Science from University of Pennsylvania and MFA
degree in the Art, Space & Nature program at Edinburgh College
of Art, University of Edinburgh. She is currently a PhD candidate
in Philosophy, Art Theory & Aesthetics at the Institute for Doctoral
Studies in the Visual Arts. You can find her at www.eringleason.
com and on Instagram @gleasonstudio.
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Ariana Papademetropoulos
Baby Alone in Babylon (2019)

Baby Alone in Babylon explores the qualities of water as duality,
myths, archetypes, and rhythmic fluidity course through it. The film
was shot on the Greek island of Milos, and shows the artist asleep on
a bed that has washed up on shore. Nature has triumphed and taken
over, as the floating bed wanders ungoverned at the mercy of the
waves and the wind.
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Digital video shot in 35mm ectachrome.
PCAI Collection. 2:57 min
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Valentina Karga

Coming Community - Finland (2016)
Coming Community addresses the future shape and shared values of a
local community, by creating a collective work consisting of a ceramic
sculpture and a video (only video is shown in the exhibition). The project
is a response to the current situation of global crises and financialized
abstraction, where the lack of concrete values, of a tangible commons
seems to crumble the foundations of modern western culture. The
individual speeches recorded by the participants of the local Saunabaari
community centre, compose a collective lecture on the ‘coming
community’. Also recorded on the video is the community centre’s singalong group, performing the quintessential Finnish tango ‘the Fabled
Land’ whose lyrics long for a better world.
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Video, sound. 16:08 min
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Mary Zygouri

Bath of the Constitution (2016)
Zygouri’s work documents a performance that took place in Istanbul,
January 2015. The site is a historic bath, originally named the ‘Bath of
the Constitution’ before becoming the ‘Freedom Hammam’ in 1923.
One by one, the participants recite 10 articles in Greek, Turkish and
Armenian, speculating on freedom, expression, knowledge, equality and
movement, which collectively make up a new, ephemeral constitution.
The three different languages and social groups transcend the limits of
knowledge, reconfiguring the hammam as a dynamic space of active
citizenship and legislative reinvention.
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Video, sound. 9:40 min
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Eva Papamargariti

Factitious Imprints (2016)
Factitious Imprints focuses on the idea of constructed nature and how
it can be documented and defined through a palimpsest of imprints
that simultaneous human and natural processes fabri-cate on surfaces/
terrains; what kind of fragments do these actions leave as relics of a
possible post human or post natural landscape?
Incorporating 3d modeled and rendered structures, perspectives and
edited camera imagery taken from navigation tools such as drones,
Google Maps, and handheld recording devices, the project shows a
distorted landscape of overlapping surfaces in smaller or larger scale—
from skin textures to food containers to simulations of plants and
oceans—that shifts and changes form as we move through it.
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Single-channel video, sound. PCAI Collection. 9:20 min
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Stefanos Tsivopoulos
Glow In The Dark (2016)

Glow in the Dark is an intimate portrait of 25 year old drag-queen
Rakeem. The film takes a closer look at the performer’s life, the
challenges that he faced growing up in Alaska and his dreams of
launching an acting career in Portland, Oregon. The visually striking
images of his performances, costumes, and unique personas, are
narrated by Rakeem himself, as he recounts his early life experiences in
correctional facilities and foster homes in different cities in the US.
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Single channel video, sound. 45:07
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George Drivas
Kepler (2014)

Kepler is a newly discovered planet. According to scientists, its soil,
atmosphere and size is similar to earth’s, which makes it potentially
habitable. Kepler is a retro-futuristic fairy tale, a commentary on today’s
politics, where a planetary escape from disillusionment is offered as a
plausible solution. The film is a political and ecological thriller involving
politicians, businessmen, scientists and toxic waste experts.
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Single channel video, sound. PCAI Collection. 14:20 min
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“SET TO GO”

Curated by Samantha Ozer

When & Where
Thursday, June 17, 2021
At: space52, Athens
Hours: 19:00 p.m. - 21:00 p.m.
Participating Artists: Lotte Andersen, Tibor de
Laminne de Bex, Adham Faramawy, Santiago
Gómez, Luiz Roque, Bárbara Wagner & Benjamin de
Burca
Set to Go brings together an international
group of artists whose works consider the multivalent
potentialities between music and dance and the
political possibilities for how these entangled forms
of cultural production both shape and indicate
personal, collective, and even national identities.
Taking its title from Bárbara Wagner & Benjamin
de Burca’s work Faz que vai (Set to go) (2015),
this program looks at movements in flux and in the
process of becoming. Their work refers to a Frevo
dance step that simulates a moment of instability,
which, taken as a statement, offers a meditation
on the power of movement, of rhythm, to address
gender, socioeconomic, and environmental issues
as well as the maintenance and transformation of
cultural heritage and identity. To go is to traverse
new regions through movement and music, instigate
environments, engage with new ecologies, and bring

bodies together.
Some issues that arise include how the
histories of how certain music and movements are
developed, re-mixed and spread; the extent that
music and movement form and become emblematic
of national identity; how dance can exist as a form
of resistance, of therapy, of contagion; how memory
is stored in the body and released collectively; the
extent that dance has political agency; and how the
existence of sound and movement is intertwined with
histories of trauma, oppression, while also existing as
processes for joy and catharsis.
Samantha Ozer is an independent curator, producer,
and writer, based between London, Mexico City, and New York. As
an independent curator, she recently organized a screening series
at Galerie Nordenhake, Mexico City and as a curatorial member of
The Racial Imaginary Institute, she co-curated the online exhibition
Listening for the Unsaid in collaboration with the David Kordansky
Gallery, Los Angeles. As a content researcher and writer for the
Poetic Justice group at the MIT Media Lab, she organized the
guest lecture series for Ekene Ijeoma’s course Black Mobility
and Safety in the US (2020/21). She has previously worked with
the curatorial teams at MoMA PS1, New York; The Museum
of Modern Art, New York; the XXII Triennale di Milano, Broken
Nature: Design Takes on Human Survival, Milan; and The Scottish
National Portrait Gallery, Edinburgh. Her writing has appeared in
Artforum, PIN–UP magazine, Shifter journal, and Texte zur Kunst.
She has a forthcoming essay in Volume III of Sternberg Press’
Intersubjectivity series, edited by Lou Cantor and Emily Watlington.

Lotte Andersen, Dance Therapy (2017)
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© Bárbara Wagner & Benjamin de Burca. Courtesy of the artists and Fortes
D’Aloia & Gabriel, São Paulo _ Rio de Janeiro_2

Luiz Roque, O Novo Monumento (A New Monument) (2013)

Tibor de Laminne de Bex, Climatic Migration (2020).

Adham Faramawy, My fingers distended as honey dripped from your
lips and we danced in a circular motion (2019).

Santiago Gómez, Global Warming (2020)
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“Ineffable Islands: eight films from Cyprus”

Curated by Evi Roumani

When & Where
July 3, 2021
At: space52, Athens
Hours: 20:00 - 22:00
Participating Artists: Haris Epaminonda, Rahme
Veziroğlu, Marios Lizides, Marina Xenofontos, Argyro
Nicolaou, Alexandros Pissourios, Dimitris Chimonas,
Maria Anastassiou
“The meaning of most words, not only island,
seem to dissipate a bit around the edges.”
Marc Shell, Islandology (2014)
Islands are hard to separate from their
edges. So hard that they become an edge, a
boundary; a porous skin of definition constantly
deferred and dissipated.
Few places have suffered the force of (re)
definition as violently as the island of Cyprus. In just
over a century, Cyprus went from being a British
colony to an independent state; from an occupied
and ethnically divided country to a Member State of
the EU and the Eurozone.
The artists featured in this program capture
the ineffable realities of an inevitably varied, multiple,
and often contradictory, Cypriot experience. They
expand that experience beyond the boundaries of
the island itself, to include a search for alternative
definitions and forms; a keen sense of the
overdetermined nature of identity and history; a
queering of narratives and appearances; and a
diasporic impulse.
Whether dealing directly with Cypriot
subjects or tackling issues (from) elsewhere; using

found images, 16mm, Super8 or video; the films
featured in this program capture the breadth of
moving image practices by Cypriot artists working
locally and internationally today, pointing to the
expansive possibilities of a small and ‘troubled’ place
with an outsize power of challenging the certainty of
meaning.
Part I (49 min)
Postcard, Haris Epaminonda (video PAL 4:3, color,
sound, 3’, 2005. Courtesy: the artist and Rodeo,
Piraeus/London) - In this early video work, Haris
Epaminonda appropriates images related to Cyprus
found through a Google search—back in 2005, when
the search engine was in its infancy—combined with
footage of a seemingly endless tunnel, to create a
postcard from, and a portrait of, a troubled island.
Edat - (Preposition), Rahme Veziroğlu
(video, 11’, 2017) - Northern part of Cyprus, where
the gravity is low and the time flows in circles on
a daily basis. A zone of contrasts where each
experience lived is both unfamiliar for its transient
nature and familiar at the same time for its repetitive
pattern.
Wax and Feathers, Marios Lizides (video,
15’, 2018) - “Even though dad passed away thirty
years ago, the last time I saw him was one year ago,
in a dream I had”. In this personal and experimental
documentary, the filmmaker searches for a tangible
sense of his father in fragments of memories and
dreams.
Twice Upon A While, Marina Xenofontos
(digital animation video, 4’, 2019) - Twice Upon
a While is a video made on Blender, an open
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Still from Marios Lizides Wax and Feathers video, 15’, 2018

Still from Haris Epaminonda ‘Postcard’,
2005 video PAL 4_3, color, sound,
duration_ 3 min Courtesy_ the artist and
Rodeo, Piraeus_London

Still from Rahme Veziroğlu Edat (Preposition) video, 11’, 2017

Still from Marina Xenofontos Twice
Upon a While digital animation
video, 4’, 2019
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Still from Dimitris Chimonas, Globus Sensation video, 6’, 2020

Still from Maria Anastassiou Way My It Did I 16mm film, 2K transfer 38', 2019

Still from Argyro Nicolaou Dress Rehearsal for
the End video, 3’, 2020
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source digital animation program, which follows an
ideologically befuddled teenager failing to complete
her tasks, stumbling through her childhood bedroom
into a dreamlike vision, which drops her onto a rocky
seaside via a space of kaleidoscopic darkness. The
title of the work is shared with the avatar that stars
in it, and the various incarnations, both physical and
digital, the avatar can take. Elements of the video
are used in correspondence with a video game that
is currently in development. The excerpts read out
during the video come from an untitled poem by
Cypriot poet Andriana Ierodiakonou, lyrics from two
Greek folk songs, “Σβήσε το φεγγάρι” by Demetris
Mitropanos and Nikos Moraites, and “Χρώμα δεν
αλλάζουνε τα μάτια” by Michali Gana, as well as
notes from the artist’s diary. (Animation made
in collaboration with Lukas Engelhardt; camera
recording with Panagiotis Mina; sound design
with Elena Savvidou, and the voice over edit with
Stefanos Chrysanthou).
Dress Rehearsal for the End, Argyro
Nicolaou (video, 3’, 2020) - A woman looks out of her
window at a world that’s coming to an end.
Rolling, Alexandros Pissourios (Super8 film,
digital transfer, 7’, 2020) - Rolling is a short record
of a Brazilian jiu jitsu class at the artist’s local gym
in East London. The film functions as a familiarizing
measure but also as a reminder of the artist’s initial
terror before committing to taking part in the class.
“How can one be this close to a body and not get
carried away be erotic desire?” Baffled (and inspired)
by these violent embraces, the artist grew curious of
the seemingly unintelligible repertoire of movements
that are explored in a martial art class.
Globus Sensation, Dimitris Chimonas (video,
6’, 2020) - Globus sensation is the sensation of

having a lump in the throat without anything actually
being present. It’s a real biological activity that an
actor cannot fake when crying. As the commitment to
fantasy intensifies, however, reality is overshadowed
by the pleasures of indulgence. In this short film,
Garose stares into the camera as she inserts
glycerine into her eyes. She induces tears, quenching
eschatological narratives of grief.
Part II (35 min)
Way My It Did I, Maria Anastassiou (colour
16mm film, 2K transfer 38', 2019) - Way My It Did
I is a snapshot of an edgeland, Tilbury in Essex,
at a particular time – that of the months leading to
the Brexit deadline in March 2019. The film moves
back and forth between the individual, human-scale
portraits of migration and the representation of the
town’s (and by extension the country’s) economic
activity. Anastassiou works with a 16mm Bolex
camera, which brings with it a certain aesthetic,
a connection to a specific history of avant-garde
filmmaking, filling with poetry the seemingly unpoetic
sites that it documents.
Argyro Nicolaou is a writer and filmmaker based in New York. Her
multi-platform practice, which includes performance and curation, is
concerned with the politics of form in narrative and audiovisual media,
as well as the representation of displacement and memory in the
Mediterranean and beyond. Argyro’s short films have screened at
festivals and exhibitions in the US and Europe, while her writing has
been featured in MoMA post, Boston Art Review, and the American
Historical Review, among others. In 2018-2019, Argyro was part of
MoMA’s Media and Performance curatorial staff. Argyro holds a Ph.D.
in Comparative Literature and Critical Media Practice from Harvard
University, where she also trained in non-fiction filmmaking with the
Sensory Ethnography Lab. She is currently a lecturer at Princeton
University. www.anicolaou.com
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A screening night by
Athens School of Fine Art students

Curated by Argyro Nicolaou

When & Where
July 10, 2021
At: space52 Athens
Hours: 20:00 – 22:00
Participating Artists: Katerina Alexandri, Angelica
Barli, Nasia Drimousi, Smaragda Karamperi, Markella
Ksilogiannopoulou, Froso Papadopoulou, Theodora
Savvalaridi
The student-led screening night is a
collaboration between space52 and LAB12, Athens
School of Fine Arts. Playfully titled, “Catcalling me
twice is like calling my cat side to scratch you up
really nice” the participating works draws upon
feminist practices and unfold into an event of different
femininities that follow their own multidimensional
emancipatory paths. The students expand upon the
thematics explored in Never Cross the Same River
Twice, and have developed a new collective video
& poem in response to the exhibition, which will be
presented at the end of the night.
Text
My mouth devours and spits out a horny treat
With butterflies in my stomach
A discourse with what’s above my head and bangs
like a bell behind my neck
A voice wet and floating like a jellyfish
Groaning and nausea and wetness
And in the end, you and I both naked in the mirror
with a bleeding eye
Snails lick our tongues as it dances around
Which story will you pick for the ending?
Our visual realities unfold like different
games that we crave to see and immerse into while

allowing all kinds of fixations on a fluid, ever present
emotion of holding tight. As Donna Haraway states:
“Life is a window of vulnerability. It seems a mistake
to close it.” In this screening, we attempt through
moving words and images to visualize vulnerability
as a new kind of power that piles up and expands,
a giant wave slowly moving towards the spectator’s
shore.
About LAB12
Our scope is to Redefine Art Practice by
Redefining Art Education The 12th Laboratory
of Painting and Expanded Media of Visual
Arts(LAB12) of Athens School of Fine Arts, directed
by Poka-Yio aims to offer students an educational
experience based on its three central pillars,
Personal Development, Community – Collective and
Multidisciplinary Practice. Personal Development
intends to develop artistic action based in selfobservation and personal reflection. By building a
Community – Collective students experiment with
artistic projects based on a collective organization
of artistic activity. Through Multidisciplinary Practice
students familiarize themselves with the nature of an
expanded field of art and the means that have been
utilized and are utilized within it.
Evi Roumani is a visual artist and curator that lives in Athens and
studied visual arts in Athens School of Fine Arts(ASFA). She
holds a Master’s Degree in Fine Arts (MFA ASFA) and she is a
PhD Candidate in Athens School of Fine Arts. She has presented
her works in solo and group exhibitions and she is the curator of
Ammophila contemporary art exhibition in Elafonisos. She is an
observer of visual phenomena. Through her work she aims to offer
another perspective regarding small, every day, compulsive pleasures
and relaxing moments. Her research studies the Image Act and its
power.
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Smaragda Karamperi, “About Sacrifice and Flesh-Eating”, 2020,
video 3’43’’

Froso Papadopoulou, “Christos Anesti”, 2021, video, 4’34’’

Markella Ksilogiannopoulou, “Fuck it, I’m fucking my catcaller”, 2021,
video 2’34’’

Nasia Drimousi, “Fictitious Shell”, 2021, video 3’38’’
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Katerina Alexandri, “Part One. The Mirror”, 2020, video 2’57’’
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